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1. Introduction

In recent paper [1] Wsow investigated systems of differential equations
of the form

(1.1) y’ f(y) -t- _, g e’.
Here y is n n-dimensional vector; y’ denotes the derivative of y with respect
to x; the g re constant vectors; the re rel, not necessarily rtionlly
independent numbers; the components of the vector f(y) re ssumed to be
nlytic functions of the components of y vnishing for y a nd holomor-
phic in the neighborhood of a. The sum in (1.1) hs m < terms.
Wsow constructs solution of (1.1) of the form

(1.2) y a + a e’,
where the series converges uniformly nd absolutely for < x < pro-
vided the coefficients g of (1.1) re sufficiently smll. The numbers ,
re linear combinations of the , , with nonnegtive integral
coefficients, nd the a, re determined recursively by solving n order linear
systems of equations. The individual terms of series (1.2) represent the theo-
retically nd experimentally well-known combination hrmonics in the re-
sponse of system (1.1).

In this pper Wsow’s results will be extended in several directions. The
exponential polynomial of (1.1) will be replaced by general exponential series

(1.3) :g e

which includes the general almost periodic function and the general periic
function with absolutely convergent Fourier series. It will be shown that
(1.2) is a real solution prodded (1.1) is a real system. The general system

(1.4) y’ g(x, y)

will be shown to hve solution of form (1.2) if the components of g(x, y)
re nalytic functions of y, holomorphic for y a p, with coefficients
that re of the form (1.3).

In the next section it will be proved that if the linear homogeneous prt of
(1.1) hs solution of the form

(1.5) ao e(/q),
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